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1  Introduction 
This deliverable reports on the results of the work performed within Task T6.5: “Towards responsible 
and ethical science and content creation”, which focuses on the need for more transparent, accountable 
and responsible news journalism, with ethical and moral attitudes at its core. As detailed in the 
Description of Action (DoA), EMBEDDIA will ensure that the tools developed not only fit within a legal 
framework (e.g., regarding protection of data and user integrity) but that the developed tools are used 
in ways that do not break trust (for instance, in the case of news generation, publishers need to openly 
tell the audience how the content is produced).  

This deliverable outlines the measures taken to assure ethical and secure development of the 
EMBEDDIA project, as defined in Deliverable D6.2 “Project’s internal ethics policy (T6.5)”, submitted at 
M6, which was approved by the EMBEDDIA external ethics and legal advisor and quality controlled by 
the Jožef Stefan Institute's GDPR officer. In Task 6.5, throughout the three-years project duration - our 
aim is to monitor the measures and recommendations for responsible AI development and overview 
the status of new tool usage and development in news production. To this end, we regularly and closely 
monitor all relevant issues concerning ethical development of AI and automation tools for news media 
content analysis and creation, the latest developments in the use of such tools in global media and 
legislation at the EU and the national levels.  

We have regularly informed the EMBEDDIA partners on these developments and their impacts on 
EMBEDDIA at all four project meetings, held in  

- Ljubljana, Slovenia in January 2019,  
- Tallinn, Estonia in March 2019,  
- La Rochelle, France in June 2019,  
- Zagreb, Croatia in December 2019.  

 
Moreover, we are regularly informing the general public and prospective end users of EMBEDDIA tools 
via social media and the EMBEDDIA project newsletter.  
 
Until M17 we have held a number of successful meetings about ethical use of AI in journalism and 
discussed views and solutions to possible ethical issues with relevant stakeholders, including media 
editors and managers from:  

- the BBC in March 2019,  
- Styria Croatia and 24sata in March and December 2019,  
- Radio France, L’Express, Liberation and BFM TV in January 2020.  

 
We have discussed these issues and the EMBEDDIA ethics policy at a number of international events, 
lectures and conferences, including:  

- the conference organised by the Council of Europe and Slovenian Ministry of Culture in 
November 2019 titled “(Last) Call for Quality Journalism“, with a joint panel discussion with a 
member of our team and Head of Facebook for Russia and Central and Eastern Europe 
Gabriella Cseh,  

- a public lecture at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada in May 2019, titled “Between 
Euphoria and Dystopia: AI, journalism and perceptions in leading newsrooms“. 

 
In this deliverable, we first present the general ethics framework of EMBEDDIA and the security 
measures taken to protect the privacy of users and ethical tool development. This is followed by 
presenting challenges and measures, which we are taking to answer any open questions. We present 
an overview of recent legislative and ethical developments in the European Union regarding the use 
and development of artificial intelligence tools and review recent data on the use of automation tools in 
news media companies.  

2  Ethics framework, challenges and measures 
The EMBEDDIA technology aims at advancing cross-lingual NLP and NLG and uses only anonymous 
data, by which subjects cannot be identified (not any specific identification of one unique person, such 
as name, social security numbers, date of birth, address, mails, IPs). During our work we do not collect 
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or process any personal data for the purposes of developing the EMBEDDIA technology and the 
consortium takes all the necessary measures to avoid any possible user identification. 

The EMBEDDIA researchers and media partners are aware of the need to follow the best practices 
related to GDPR, which took effect on 25th of May 2018. We discuss any potential ethical dilemmas 
with the External Advisory Board members and the JSI Data Protection officer, who closely collaborate 
with the project coordinator, the leader of Task T6.5 (on responsible and ethical science and content 
creation) and the Steering Committee members.   

The particular roles of the external ethics advisor and the legal advisor are to help in implementing 
exemplary ethical and data management procedures (including the issues possibly arising from GDPR) 
and consult on any IPR issues.  

- The role of the EMBEDDIA external ethics and legal advisor was assigned to Urša Chitrakar, 
an attorney specialized in copyright and intellectual property. She has extensive experience as 
legal counsellor for creative industries. She also lectures on copyright and intellectual property 
and is frequently involved in research projects related to intellectual property, new technologies 
and data protection. Before she became an attorney she spent a year as a Fulbright scholar 
and visiting researcher at Fordham University, School of Law in New York, NY and worked as 
an independent legal adviser. 

- The JSI Data Protection officer is Luka Virag, who works in the institution’s law department, 
and additionally takes care that GDPR is fully respected.  

The external ethics and legal advisor is the external evaluator approving all the relevant deliverables 
with regard to ethics and appropriate data management and the one responsible for monitoring the 
compliance to high ethical standards. Deliverable D6.2: “Project’s internal ethics policy” was quality 
checked by Urša Chitrakar. When preparing the ethics procedures described in D6.2: “Project’s internal 
ethics policy”, we took useful advice from Luka Virag, JSI lawyer and GDPR officer, who further quality 
checked this deliverable. 

GDPR defines personal data as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person”. 
An identifiable natural person can be identified directly or indirectly by a “name, an identification number, 
location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, 
mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person,” as described in Article 4 of the 
regulation1. 

This section presents and explains the general ethics framework of EMBEDDIA, outlining the main 
ethical measures taken and providing further clarification on the points where privacy of users could still 
present a possible concern, examining these in turn for our user comment analysis in WP3, news 
analysis in WP4, and news generation in WP5. We also address the potential legal issues and open 
questions regarding user comments, news articles, their aggregation and the implications of the new 
EU Copyright Directive. The main points still open for discussion are related to ethics and data 
management are listed and some measures and conclusions to the dilemmas are presented.  

2.1 Data management 

The work in WP3, WP4 and WP5 all depends on datasets obtained from news media providers.  These 
datasets do not contain any personal information of the users nor any other identifiable information. For 
the textual datasets owned by the media providers or gathered by the EMBEDDIA researchers, clear 
procedures are being established and the data management plan has been proposed (see Deliverable 
D8.3: Data Management Plan). The information for which the individual parties are responsible for is 
being shared only in a manner clearly defined by the Consortium Agreement. Note that unethical data 
management is described also as a potential risk for WP3, WP5 and WP8 in Deliverable D8.4: “Risk 
monitoring and quality assurance guidelines”, where the appropriate risk mitigation measures have 
been proposed. All data acquisition processes are in compliance with the GDPR regulations. Moreover, 
the project does not involve activities or results raising any potential security issues, as the project does 
not involve activities or results raising security issues “EU-classified information” as background or 
results. 

                                                
1 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32016R0679&from=EN 
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2.2 User comment analysis 

In WP3 the objective is to analyse user-generated comments, to produce tools for topic modelling, 
conversation structure and context modelling, sentiment, stance and opinion detection, and detection 
of hate speech,political trolling and attempts to elicit extreme reactions and influence others’ opinions. 
We are also developing and implementing methods for generating human-readable reports in multiple 
languages. Through advanced cross-lingual context and opinion analysis, developing cross-lingual 
comment filtering and techniques for report generation from multilingual comments we try to devise the 
means to understand the reactions of multilingual news audiences to help news media companies better 
serve their audiences.  

User-generated comments are in some cases anonymous in origin (no information about the identity of 
users is ever collected), and in other cases comments are published using some username registered 
on the media partner's publishing platform. In both cases, the default policy (see below for more detail) 
is that EMBEDDIA researchers never get access to user identifier information: author usernames will 
be removed before distribution by the EMBEDDIA media partners, leaving no direct way that individuals 
can be identified by researchers or anybody else (however, by searching comments text on the web, 
the public can discover the public username; but this cannot be prevented, does not reveal any personal 
data beyond the user's comments themselves, and does not constitute personal data processing).  

Nevertheless, there are open issues regarding the distribution of comments, for example when the 
datasets are to be released publicly, concerning a potential need for additional comment anonymisation. 
There are no such issues with anonymous comments, as the researchers never access the users' 
personal data. Even with non-anonymous comments, usernames already have public status as they 
are available on the original publicly accessible news site. However, to assure maximum ethical 
standards and security, the advice to the media partners is to remove usernames (and, if possible, 
mentions to original usernames in the text) and replace them with randomly assigned identifiers. This 
will prevent any chance of later identification from the data, even in cases where usernames may be 
associated with some external information (e.g., Facebook authentication data, where used), ensuring 
that there is no direct way for future dataset users to trace the comments back to the original authors.2  

For maximum security, our default policy is therefore that the anonymisation process should happen 
even before the non-media EMBEDDIA project partners see the data: if the consortium partners never 
receive personal data, this removes the risk of any member of the team accidentally releasing a non-
anonymised version. However, in some cases this makes certain kinds of analysis impossible: for 
example, the use of usernames in the body of comments can be key to understanding to whom a 
comment is addressed, and therefore what opinion it expresses. In these cases, versions of the 
datasets with the original user identifiers may be released internally for use by other non-media 
EMBEDDIA partners, as long as  

- the data is reviewed and confirmed not to allow direct individual identification (e.g., it should 
use system user IDs, rather than real names); and  

- any subsequent public release of any portion of these datasets will then be reviewed to decide 
on the level of anonymisation required.  

Possible issues could also arise in the case of occurrences of someone identifying him/herself as an 
author of a comment that was labelled as an example of hate speech. Potential appearance of personal 
names within news articles and/or comments is not problematic as regards the protection of personal 
data, as personal data legislation applies only to structured sets of personal data, which is not the case 
in the situation at hand (within articles/comments, we mostly see only incidental appearances of 
personal data, while the repository of such articles does not amount to a structured set of personal 
data).  

Additionally, the personal information contained in an article may not be definite enough for the rules 
on personal data protection to apply – merely a name and surname are not necessarily enough for the 
general public to fully (and without additional effort) identify the individual in question. Nevertheless, 
according to our policy, articles containing personal data are excluded from the database upon request 

                                                
2 Indirect methods, for example estimating a user’s identity on the basis of their opinions and the topics they talk 
about, may be available in some cases, but are impossible to fully prevent and are possible even with strictly 
anonymous comments. 
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of the individual such data relates to. In practice, the concerned EMBEDDIA media partners handle this 
issue as follows: 

- The Finnish media partner STT makes sure that the unsuitable or unlawful content is pre-filtered 
from the comment sections. STT moderators can also ban commenters, if the publisher of the 
moderated comment section has authorized them to do so, though these kinds of decisions are 
often left for the publisher.  

- The main approach of our Estonian media partner Ekspress and our Croatian media partner 
Styria is to delete the comments and (in case of repeated offenses) to block the commenters. 

Another possible ethical concern is in the handling and distribution of comments that were blocked by 
the moderators.  

- STT moderators delete for example: content that breaks the law, defamatory allegations, 
sensitive privacy information, threats to an individual or group, discriminatory or racist content, 
incitement to commit illegal activities, personal data of victims of crime and accidents and their 
relatives, other personal and contact information, inappropriate links or link lists, bad or 
disruptive behavior, trolling, external online surveys, competitions or similar and content that 
violates copyrights.  

- For Ekspress, those cases mostly include defamation, threats, insults, comments that stimulate 
hatred or violence or other unlawful actions, including false information.  

In some cases these may have content, which should not be re-published, and possibly prevented by 
legislation (e.g., in cases where content is potentially harmful). In these cases, public distribution may 
not be possible, except for limited distribution for scientific research purposes. We are further 
investigating these questions before any public data release. 

2.3 News analysis 

In WP4 the focus is news articles, where the main potential issue involves copyright. As regards the 
new EU Copyright Directive, the exception enacted in Article 3 allows text and data mining without 
obtaining copyrights from their respective holders. This however brings up the question of the legal 
basis for such conduct in a system where any exceptions are not yet implemented. In the case 
articles/comments are reproduced/copied for the purpose of implementing the project tasks, even 
though they are not published in any manner, corresponding permissions need to be acquired.  

 

The right of publishers on the publication they released, is a novelty, which does not apply to non-
commercial use carried out by individuals and use of individual words or very short extracts. None of 
these exceptions is however applicable in the case of reproduction/re-publishing of entire articles by an 
institution. An additional right will therefore have to be acquired by the press publishers (and for a 
possible additional remuneration), along with the copyright. EU member states have until 7th of June 
2021 to implement the provisions of the directive into national legislation - until then the new rules do 
not apply. 

 

In addition to EU regulation, there is only national law. According to Article 48 of the Slovenian Copyright 
and Related Rights Act, it is allowed to prepare and reproduce abstracts of published articles in the 
form of press reviews without obtaining any permissions, this goes also for electronic publications. The 
exemption applies only to reproductions made with an intent of “informing the public” and only, if the 
source and authorship of the work are duly indicated.  

 

Considering intellectual property rights: we advise to add a licence under which the dataset can be 
used, when media partners release this dataset. This opens the question of the type of licence, which 
ideally will ensure that the data can be further used for research purposes. Our default policy is to use 
the CC-BY-SA license for text data, which allows distribution and re-use for research, while ensuring 
that data sources and creators are appropriately attributed. If there is no licence and the researchers 
wanted to further disseminate the datasets with our code, it is legally advised that the respective media 
partner signs an agreement with the partner that wants to disseminate the data. 

2.4 News generation 

WP5 focuses on generation of news articles. During EMBEDDIA, news automation systems that are 
transferable across languages, domains, and transparent in the natural language generation (NLG) 
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process are being developed with a self-explainable, flexible and accurate NLG system architecture 
that can be transferred to new domains and languages with minimal human effort, tools for creation of 
dynamically evolving content, incorporating narrative structure and user knowledge and tools for 
creation of figurative language and headlines.  

 

Precautions are being taken for information on activity or interests of data subjects to be completely 
anonymised and for individuals not to be identifiable by the researchers or external actors. 
Anonymisation is taking into account the relevant GDPR articles 25(1) and 25(2), which state “the 
controller shall, both at the time of the determination of the means for processing and at the time of the 
processing itself, implement appropriate technical and organisational measures, such as 
pseudonymisation, which are designed to implement data-protection principles, such as data 
minimisation, in an effective manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards into the processing in 
order to meet the requirements of this Regulation and protect the rights of data subjects and shall 
implement appropriate technical and organisational measures for ensuring that, by default, only 
personal data which are necessary for each specific purpose of the processing are processed. That 
obligation applies to the amount of personal data collected, the extent of their processing, the period of 
their storage and their accessibility. In particular, such measures shall ensure that by default personal 
data are not made accessible without the individual's intervention to an indefinite number of natural 
persons.” The use of anonymised data and information is strictly limited to the research purpose and is 
only processed in unidentifiable ways in order to improve the functionality of our tools. The information 
processed for the needs of our research and analysis shall not be revealed, sent or transferred to any 
third party.  

3  Overview of EU legislation concerning ethics 
On a regular basis, we are monitoring legislative developments and ethical discussions in different 
international settings, including European institutions and national bodies. In this section, we provide 
an overview of legislative developments and recommendations in the European Union, including those 
by media and professional institutions and organisations, and review the use of AI in news media.  
 
Besides that, our media partners are following GDPR and all related national regulations, including their 
own codes of ethics. Our Finnish partner STT has a separate moderating service for media houses and 
other organisations and their moderators work solely for the moderating service separate from the 
agency's newsroom. While using various technological/AI solutions to help them screen comments and 
detect hate speech and other inappropriate content, STT moderators follow Finnish legislation and 
STT's moderating code with main principles3 as well as the moderating policy of each individual 
media/organization client.  Our Estonian partners from Ekspress firstly follow the common legislation 
like The Constitution of Estonia (põhiseadus) and Law of Obligations Act (võlaõigusseadus), that 
regulate laws in case of defamation or other personality rights, plus the compensations for such 
violations. Then they also follow the more specific code self-regulation guidelines that they have created 
for their commentators for commenting and their moderators for moderating the comments section. 
 
On April 8th 2019, the EU High-Level Expert Group on AI presented Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy 
Artificial Intelligence4. According to the guidelines, trustworthy AI should be lawful (respecting all 
applicable laws and regulations), ethical (respecting ethical principles and values) and robust (both from 
a technical perspective while taking into account its social environment). The guidelines put forward a 
set of seven key requirements that AI systems should meet in order to be deemed trustworthy. A specific 
assessment list aims to help verify the application of each of the key requirements: 

- Human agency and oversight: AI systems should empower human beings, allowing them to 
make informed decisions and fostering their fundamental rights. At the same time, proper 
oversight mechanisms need to be ensured, which can be achieved through human-in-the-loop, 
human-on-the-loop, and human-in-command approaches. 

- Technical robustness and safety: AI systems need to be resilient and secure. They need to be 
safe, ensuring a fall back plan in case something goes wrong, as well as being accurate, reliable 
and reproducible. That is the only way to ensure that also unintentional harm can be minimized 
and prevented. 

                                                
3 https://stt.fi/tyylikirja/moderointi/moderointiperiaatteet/ 
4 https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/ai-alliance-consultation 

https://stt.fi/tyylikirja/moderointi/moderointiperiaatteet/
https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/ai-alliance-consultation
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- Privacy and data governance: besides ensuring full respect for privacy and data protection, 
adequate data governance mechanisms must also be ensured, taking into account the quality 
and integrity of the data, and ensuring legitimised access to data. 

- Transparency: the data, system and AI business models should be transparent. Traceability 
mechanisms can help to achieve this. Moreover, AI systems and their decisions should be 
explained in a manner adapted to the stakeholder concerned. Humans need to be aware that 
they are interacting with an AI system, and must be informed of the system’s capabilities and 
limitations. 

- Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness: Unfair bias must be avoided, as it could have multiple 
negative implications, from the marginalization of vulnerable groups, to the exacerbation of 
prejudice and discrimination. Fostering diversity, AI systems should be accessible to all, 
regardless of any disability, and involve relevant stakeholders throughout their entire life circle. 

- Societal and environmental well-being: AI systems should benefit all human beings, including 
future generations. It must hence be ensured that they are sustainable and environmentally 
friendly. Moreover, they should take into account the environment, including other living beings, 
and their social and societal impact should be carefully considered.  

- Accountability: Mechanisms should be put in place to ensure responsibility and accountability 
for AI systems and their outcomes. Auditability, which enables the assessment of algorithms, 
data and design processes plays a key role therein, especially in critical applications. Moreover, 
adequate and accessible redress should be ensured. 

The European Commission presented its strategies for data and artificial intelligence5 in February 2020. 
Strategies are focused on the digital environment and development of trustworthy technology and 
presented in two main documents, the European data strategy for policy measures and investments to 
enable the data economy for the coming five years6 and the White Paper on Artificial Intelligence - A 
European approach to excellence and trust7. The latest is setting out a policy framework/policy options 
following two objectives: to promote the uptake of AI and to address the risks associated with certain 
uses of this new technology. At the same time, the European Commission and OECD announced a 
joint global monitoring and analysis of the development of Artificial Intelligence8, with a focus on “making 
AI Watch reports and other EC publications available on the OECD AI Policy Observatory, sharing data 
more extensively and collaborating more closely on the design of improved methodologies for data 
collection.” 
 
In Finland, the Council for Mass Media issued a statement on October 30, 2019 on the use of algorithmic 
tools as part of journalistic work and to assure the public that media outlets act responsibly and 
transparently while using algorithms.This initiative will be extended to a pan-European level as The 
Alliance of Independent Press Councils of Europe will adopt similar guidelines in the autumn of 20209. 
 
The Council of Europe urged EU member states to “promote experimentation with, and investment in 
AI-driven tools” in their report titled “Implications of AI-driven tools in the media for freedom of 
expression10”, published in February 2020. The report questions a number of aspects of AI tools in the 
newsroom and includes recommendations for ethical and responsible use of AI-driven tools in relation 
to news media, society and users, stating “the media have a responsibility to use AI-driven tools in a 
way that is conducive to the fundamental freedoms and values that characterise European media 
markets and policies.” Before that, the council already published a study11 on responsibility and AI in 
September 2019 regarding “the implications of advanced digital technologies (including AI systems) for 
the concept of responsibility within a human rights framework.” It highlighted four main findings: 

- the importance of ensuring effective and legitimate mechanisms to prevent and forestall human 
rights violations, 

- the responsibility of the state to ensure policy choices are made in a transparent, democratic 
manner which effectively safeguard human rights, 

                                                
5 https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_273 
6 https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/communication-european-strategy-data_en 
7 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/commission-white-paper-artificial-intelligence- 
feb2020_en.pdf 
8 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/european-commission-and-oecd-collaborate- 
global-monitoring-and-analysis-artificial-intelligence 
9 https://www.presscouncils.eu/How-self-regulation-has-responded-to-news-automation 
10 https://rm.coe.int/cyprus-2020-ai-and-freedom-of-expression/168097fa82 
11 https://edoc.coe.int/fr/intelligence-artificielle/8026-responsibility-and-ai.html 

https://www.presscouncils.eu/How-self-regulation-has-responded-to-news-automation
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- the need for interdisciplinary engagement between the technical community and those from 
law, the humanities and the social sciences, in order to fully elaborate human rights norms into 
technical mechanisms of protection, 

- the need for effective and legitimate governance mechanisms, instruments and institutions. 
 
In February 2020, the Pontifical Academy for Life, Microsoft, IBM, FAO and the Italian Government 
signed the Rome Call for AI Ethics12 - a document “developed to support an ethical approach to Artificial 
Intelligence and promote a sense of responsibility among organizations, governments and institutions”. 
It is focused on three principles: ethics, education and rights. Regarding ethics they state that “AI-based 
technology must never be used to exploit people in any way, especially those who are most vulnerable. 
Instead, it must be used to help people develop their abilities (empowerment/enablement) and to 
support the planet. It must be mindful of the complex reality of our ecosystem and be characterised by 
the way in which it cares for and protects the planet (our “common and shared home”) with a highly 
sustainable approach, which also includes the use of artificial intelligence in ensuring sustainable food 
systems in the future.” Their first appointments should begin in 2021.  
 
In March 2020, representatives of UNESCO and the Slovenian Ministry of education signed an 
agreement13 to establish the International Research Centre on Artificial Intelligence (IRCAI) in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia. As written in Forbes in April 2020, “IRCAI’s number one objective is to help UNESCO Member 
States to accelerate their respective missions in satisfying the United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals through the development of artificial intelligence technologies. Moreover, IRCAI’s guiding 
principles of open AI solutions to promulgate research and adoption, policy innovation, a focus on AI 
for social good, AI advocacy engagement, and above all, an approach that exemplifies human-driven 
purpose, has led the institute to usher in a new wave of unique AI value propositions unlike anything 
the world has ever witnessed14.” 
 
In March 2020, the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) published a “Non-
paper on the impact of Artificial Intelligence on Freedom of Expression”15, discussing the use of AI within 
content moderation and curation, content ranking on social media platforms based on commercial 
interests, challenges posed to media pluralism and content diversity and possible risks to freedom of 
expression. They are excessively promoting these topics also on social media under the hashtags 
SAIFE and AIFreeSpeech. The non-paper pinpoints crucial areas to focus on in the future, including 
promoting a better understanding of AI practices (by state and non-state actors), initiating a dialogue 
with industry and states, developing recommendations to mitigate the negative impacts of automated 
tools and prevent the infringement of free speech and media freedom, measuring the impact of 
legislation and mapping out the current use of machine-learning technologies. 
 
The Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism’s annual study (published in January 2020) titled 
“Journalism, Media, and Technology Trends and Predictions 202016” showed most newsrooms see 
value in using AI for creating more effective recommendations (53 percent saying very important), 
followed by using AI to target potential subscribers and optimise paywalls (47 percent) and using AI to 
assist subbing or improve the consistency of tagging (39 percent). The survey involved 233 digital 
leaders from 32 countries. 12 percent of them felt that automated journalism is important to explore and 
16 percent felt like that about newsgathering. The survey also showed some publishers make a clear 
distinction between editorial and non-editorial use of AI tools. While AI is creating opportunities for a 
number of media companies, the survey showed that smaller publishers share significant concerns 
about being left behind in the fast-changing, complex and expensive automation world. As to what to 
expect in 2020, the study points out AI-driven fake news and better reporting on AI itself.   
 
The journalism think-tank Polis (of the London School of Economics) published a report in November 
2019 titled “New powers, new responsibilities: A global survey of journalism and artificial intelligence17.” 

                                                
12 https://romecall.org/ 
13 https://en.unesco.org/news/agreement-establish-international-research-centre-artificial- 
intelligence-ljubljana-signed 
14 https://www.forbes.com/sites/markminevich/2020/04/13/heres-how-slovenia-is-shaping-the-new-human-centric-
society-and-pioneering-the-world-in-ai/#3a658e3d4860 
15 https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/447829 
16 https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2020-
01/Newman_Journalism_and_Media_Predictions_2020_Final.pdf 
17 https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/polis/2019/11/18/new-powers-new-responsibilities/ 

https://romecall.org/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/markminevich/2020/04/13/heres-how-slovenia-is-shaping-the-new-human-centric-society-and-pioneering-the-world-in-ai/#3a658e3d4860
https://www.forbes.com/sites/markminevich/2020/04/13/heres-how-slovenia-is-shaping-the-new-human-centric-society-and-pioneering-the-world-in-ai/#3a658e3d4860
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2020-01/Newman_Journalism_and_Media_Predictions_2020_Final.pdf
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2020-01/Newman_Journalism_and_Media_Predictions_2020_Final.pdf
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The survey, which gathered 71 news organizations from 32 countries, showed that AI is a big part of 
journalism already, however it is unevenly distributed and not yet transformational - even the most 
developed media companies would regard their use of AI-driven tools as more supplementary and 
additional. 
 
News organization representatives mentioned their top three future uses of AI tools were for 
newsgathering (more automatic tagging/entity extraction), news production (better machine-generated 
content) and news distribution (better personalisation/recommendation engines) with the key motive to 
use AI tools being to make journalists’ work more efficient (68 percent), to deliver more relevant content 
(45 percent) and to improve business efficiency (18 percent). Majority of respondents stated financial 
resources as the biggest challenge to adopting new AI-driven tools, followed by knowledge or skills and 
cultural resistance (including the fear of losing jobs, fear of changing work habits or a general doubt 
towards new technology). 

4  Associated outputs 
Parts of this work are also described in detail in the following publications, which are attached to this 

deliverable as appendices. 

 

Citation Status Appendix 

Milosavljević, M., Vobič, I. (2019). “Our task is to demystify fears”: 
analysing news-room management of automation in journalism. 
Journalism. 

Published Appendix A 

Milosavljević, M., Poler Kovačič, M., & Čeferin, R. (2020). In the name of 
the right to be forgotten: new legal and policy issues and practices 
regarding unpublishing requests in Slovenian online news media. Digital 
journalism. 

Published Appendix B 

Vobič, I., Robnik Šikonja, M., & Kalin Golob, M. (2019). Back to the 
Future: Automation and the Transformation of Journalism Epistemology. 
Javnost. 

Published Appendix C 

5  Conclusions and further work 
This deliverable outlines the measures taken to assure ethical and secure development of the 
EMBEDDIA project and outlines the mechanisms for internal ethics management in EMBEDDIA to 
assure responsible and ethical science in news media content analysis and creation. It provides 
clarification on the points, where the privacy of users could present a potential concern, i.e. user 
comments analysis, news analysis and news generation, and presents the remaining open questions 
and areas where possible issues could arise. Moreover, it outlines the legislation providing some of the 
answers to these open challenges. To this end, the report presents an overview of the legal 
developments regarding artificial intelligence tools in media and journalism and key reports describing 
the current use of AI-driven tools in news media today, providing an extensive insight into discussions 
and developments regarding regulation and ethical issues involving AI and the news media by various 
significant international stakeholders that define or influence current and potential future ethical 
framework.  

As the field of ethical use of automation in journalism is very dynamic, besides legislative developments 
and proposals there are many developments also in the scientific field with researchers focusing on the 
transformative power of big technological firms, which are challenging the traditional conceptions of 
journalism (Wu et al., 2019) and the introduction of algorithms to the newsrooms in terms of 
rationalisation of the work process (Vobič et al., 2019), and many more crucial aspects.  

In further work, we will continue to address the news media environment and digital news production in 
contextual matters, the processes of innovation in online journalism, changes in journalistic practice, 
professional and occupational matters, the role of the audience and user-created content and 
democratic processes and quality news content as a prevention of inflammatory and dangerous speech. 
The final deliverable D6.12: “Final report on ethics and responsible science and journalism (T6.5)” is 
due at M36. 
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Appendix A: “Our task is to demystify fears”: 
analysing news-room management of automation 
in journalism 
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Appendix B: In the name of the right to be forgotten: 
new legal and policy issues and practices 
regarding unpublishing requests in Slovenian 
online news media 
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Appendix C: Back to the Future: Automation and the 
Transformation of Journalism Epistemology 
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